Abraham & Sarah CD Student Handout

Student(s) Name: _________________________________

Complete the sections you are studying on the CD to help you remember and discuss one of
the world’s most important stories.

1. The Call:
a. Complete the opening narration:
Long before the time of Jesus, Before the time of David , and Ruth and Moses,
God visited a man named __________ in the lands of UR and Haran,
and called him to take his family on a difficult journey to a new land called
___________. His descendants were to become a Kingdom of ___________
...a people dedicated to receiving the message of God and sharing it with the
world. This is their story. Is it ________?
b. Complete the Opening Song’s Lyrics:
There is a land I know, where the ____________ nations come and go.
I’ll _______ your people there, to show the world _____________.
c. What do you think this song lyric means: “Nothing Expedient, a Call for Obedience”
d. How are you part of Abraham & Sarah’s family?
e. What can you do to share God’s message with the world?

2. The Covenant:
a. What is a Covenant?
b. What was the Covenant made between God and Abraham’s descendants?
c. What does the symbol of the Torch and Smoking Fire Pot mean?

3. The Visit:
a. Why did Sarah laugh at the angels?
b. How does Sarah want to be remembered by others?
c. Complete the Song Lyric: “Sara, we can see it in your eyes, a world of ________ from your _________ will arise.”
d. What is the “word of hope” –the message that would arise from Sarah’s descendants?

4. The Near Sacrifice of Isaac:
a. Complete the Opening Narration:
We believe in a God who ________ us. God tested Abraham, Sarah and Isaac's faith by asking for ______________. This is that
story. It reveals what you can expect from ____. It reveals what God can expect from ___. It reveals what God will _________.
b. Who or What do the kids in the sacred stones around the altar represent?
c. What is “faith”?
d. How does the near-sacrifice of Isaac reveal “the heart of God” ??
e. How does the near-sacrifice of Isaac “foretell the Christ”??
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